
Autumn is finally here, the days
are getting shorter and the weather
even more unpredictable but as you
look around at all the wonderful
colors on the trees it's hard not to
smile.

What better time to pick up that
instrument. Music makes you feel
good and even more so when
others enjoy what you play.

And if you've got children then why
not encourage them to try a
musical instrument too.

Everything but Brass specialize
in Lightweight and Affordable
'Brass' instruments, perfect for
children but also adults who need
or want a lightweight instrument.
And with Cornets starting at £85
why rent when you can buy !
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Autumn 2017 Newsletter
Welcome to our second newsletter but first let me take this opportunity to
thank to all our friends and family for their support over the last year and of
course all our customers as without you we don't have a business.

Over the last 6 months we've invested heavily to increase
stock levels whilst also increasing the range of
instruments we offer. Selling to over 25 countries around
the world Everything but Brass are now the largest

independent supplier of Tromba instruments in Europe. But we've not
forgotten where we came from in that every instrument bought is still
checked over before it leaves by me, the company owner and a musician
myself.

We've also completely redesigned the Everything but Brass website and
branding to make your online experience as informative and slick as
possible.

Tromba Plastic Trumpet Range
Starting with only a few trumpets the range quickly
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developed in to what it is today, 14 color
combinations of Bb Trumpet and 4 C Trumpet. From
the traditional Gold and Silver through to more
striking combinations such as the Metallic Blue and
Silver to the right, there really is a color to suit
everyone.

Tromba Plastic Cornet Range
Choosing colour combinations for the Cornet was more
of a challenge as the brass band is quintessentially
british and by and large prefer the traditional gold and
silver. That being said we are starting to see more and
more young bands prefer the funky colors - who are we
to are argue if this gets are children playing !

Tromba Plastic Flugelhorn Range
This is a beautifully designed and compact
instrument deserves a closer look. With awards
galore and a sound to make you melt this Flugel
competes with instruments 10 times its price.
Consequently it's in demand and stocks are low. Pre-
order yours today and we'll aim to deliver within 2
weeks.

Tromba Plastic
Trombone Collection
Hopefully worth the wait we're
starting to pull together a
trombone collection. Starting with
the Bb Tenor Trombone then
moving on to the Jazzbone we'll
give them the EbB treatment. To
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date we have a Pink and Black, Silver and Black and, a Gold Tenor available
to buy with more than a dozen more still to add to stock. Watch this space !

Why Tromba and Why Plastic ?
Tromba are the only polymer plastic instruments on the market that use a
metallic lead pipe and valves so longevity should be on par with a
traditional metal built instrument. 

Plastic is durable. Not as susceptible to everyday knocks and bangs that
invariably happen if you are marching or have small hands.

Incredibly lightweight which makes a huge difference if for example you are
gigging all night or marching or, if you are young and just starting out.

Sound. Research shows that non metallic materials produce a warm and
more accurate tone. In addition these polymer instruments are not as
susceptible to temperature changes so you won't need to tune your
instrument quite so often.

Colourful. Put the fun back in to playing and choose a colour that reflects
your personality or, a color that represents your band or school.

There's a link below to a Youtube video comparing a Vincent Bach & Tromba
that might just convince you too.
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As a thankyou for being an Everything but Brass customer here's a 10%
discount voucher which you need to enter at checkout : EbB10%RTN

Instruments will be sent next working day on a next day delivery if ordered
before 7pm anywhere in mainland UK. International orders typically take 2-3
days.

.Countdown to Christmas

DAYS HOURS MINUTES SECONDS
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